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LAUNCHING DEVELOPING PROGRESSING MASTERING 
- Order/add/subtract decimals 
- Identify factors and multiples using 

lists 
- Interpret and generate of linear 

sequences 
- Use letters to represent quantities 
- Collecting like terms 
- Finding averages 
- Interpret/construct line and bar 

charts 
- Use single function machines 
 

- Four operations with decimals 
- Find LCM and HCF 
- Generate linear sequences with a 

position to term rule 
- Compare data sets using averages 
- Interpret/ construct compound bar 

charts 
- Substitution, involving negatives 
- Use double function machines 

- Mental methods for decimal 
operations Venn diagrams to find 
HCF and LCM 

- Use ‘n’ to describe a position to term 
rule 

- Interpreting averages from 
frequency table 

- Write and simplify algebraic 
expressions 

- Evaluate the use of bar charts and 
line graphs 

- Perform the inverse with function 
machines 

- Find the mid-point of 2 decimals 
- Problem solve with HCF and LCM 
- Find and apply nth term to linear 

sequences 
- Justify and evaluate the use of 

charts to compare data 
- Evaluate the use of an average 
- Evaluate algebraic inputs for f/m 

- Calculate the area & perimeter of 
rectangles 

- Find equivalent fractions and 
simplify 

- Find simple percentages of 
amounts 

- Represent probabilities as fractions 
- Round to one decimal place 
- Solve and construct two step 

equations 
- Calculate missing angles at a 

point/line/triangle 

- Calculate the area of compound 
shapes 

- Add/ subtract/find a fraction of an 
amount 

- Increase and decrease by a 
percentage 

- Find probabilities using rule of 
summing to one 

- Round to one and two decimal 
places 

- Solve and construct bracketed 
equations 

- Calculate missing angles on 
parallel lines 

- Find the area & perimeter of sectors 
- Four operations of fractions 
- Solve problems with reverse 

percentages 
- List outcomes using sample space 

diagram 
- Round to any given decimal places 
- Solve equations with unknowns both 

sides 
- Justify missing angles on parallel 

lines 

- Problem solve using circle formulae 
- Problem solving with fractions 
- Investigate recurring decimals 
- Evaluate ‘fairness’ of experimental 

data 
- Estimation through rounding 
- Form equations with unknowns both 

sides 
- Proofs of angle rules 

- Enlarge shapes by integer scale 
factor 

- Use ratio notation 
- Find proportions by doubling and 

halving 
- Design a suitable questionnaire 

and chart to collect data  
- Identify 3D shapes by their 

properties 
- Calculate volume and surface area 

of cubes and cuboids 

- Identify s.f & centre of enlargement 
- Simply a ratio 
- Find values using direct proportion 
- Construct and interpret 8 and 10 

sector pie charts 
- Sketch elevations of 3D shapes 
- Calculate volume and surface area 

of compound shapes 
 

- Enlarge shapes by fractional scale 
factor 

- Share an amount in a given ratio 
- Problem solve using proportion 
- Construct and interpret pie charts 
- Sketch nets for cubes and cuboids 
- Calculate volume and surface area 

of triangular prisms 

- Describe combined transformations 
- Evaluate map scales 
- Justify ‘value’ using proportion 
- Evaluate data using pie charts 
- Accurately draw 3D shapes and 

nets on isometric paper 
- Compare 3D shapes by surface 

area and volume 

 


